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PROJECT REPORT UNDERTAKING 

I, Diya Verma Roll No. 171452  Branch IT is doing my internship with COGNIZANT 
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS from 28 February 2021 - 11th June 2021. 

As per procedure I must submit my project report to the university related to my work that I have 
done during this internship.  

I have compiled my project report. But due to COVID-19 situation my project mentor in the company 
is not able to sign my project report.  

So, I hereby declare that the project report is fully designed/developed by me and no part of the work 
is borrowed or purchased from any agency. And I will produce a certificate/document of my 
internship completion with the company to Training and placement cell whenever COVID-19 
situation gets normal.  

STUDENT'S SIGNATURE



DECLARATION 

Cognizant does not allow the project material to be used beyond the said guidelines, I Diya Verma am 
aware  and appropriately  create  the  project  report  without  violating  any compliance.  

Allocation of technology track depends on the following –student capability, business demand and 
location where it can be offered. Student capability is assessed through –electives completed by the 
student, participation in other technical forums and performance in Internship. 

The projects completed in the internship duration (full) will vary from development, to enhancements, 
research, scripting across technologies like Virtual basic script, UFT, SQL, Testing etc.Project in 
Application Development space requires good programming skills.  Some of them would require 
Digital skills as well.  These projects are a combination of business aligned business case that we 
deliver to our clients or internal projects to address Cognizant’s business needs. 

Learning curriculum as per the learning track assigned to the interns. The learning path include in-
depth sessions, hands on exercise and project  work. There will also be  series of webinars, quizzes, 
code SME interactions, mentor connects, code challenges, assessments etc. to accelerate your 
learning. The performance during Internship would be monitored through formal evaluations. 

Internship is for  a period of 3 to 6months, during  your 8th semester. Actual Internship dates and 
duration would be based on the business demand aligned skill tracks offered. Thus, I in middle of the 
internship program. 

Diya Verma 
Enrolment No.: 171452 
B. Tech (IT) 



 



 



 



 





• Get mentored  by SME,  whose motivation  and guidance  will help  you accelerate in the learning 
journey. 

This whole  program  basically encourages  us to be more autonomous  and fast  learners during  
guided and provided  self-learning and training  hours, completing  the learning given objective  on 
your own speed  and style, and get ready  for the  required hands-on  practise time. 

SELF-LEARNING TIME PRACTICE TIME

Going through the Learning Objectives Getting guidance from Subject Matter specialist



LEARNING PERIOD: 

The learning journey contains 2 stages, followed  by a  3 mini, major and  H.t projects 

STAGE 1 –QEA  PRE 

• Test case writing and functional testing 
• SQL queries, DDL, DML 
• Virtual basic script 

STAGE 2 –UFT, unified functional testing 
•    Run and record general programme 
•    Browsing web objects  
•    Exporting web objects into ms-excel 

Business  Aligned  Project  is also providing  for  a   wide experience  of  real  time  problem in 
corporate   solved using  Agile  methodology. 

Cognizant    has worked on this internship with the collaboration  of udemy: online learning platform 
in order to provide the  world  class learning  videos  for  the  evolving future of work. These learning 
programs are woven into a learning  path,  empower us  to plan and learn  at your  style.  

The program also connects you with Subject Matter Specialists to get the professional  guidance  on 
your queries  in the learning  journey.  

These  programs  eventually   evaluates  how   you can apply  those are self-learnt  skills to solve a 
business hew  problem.  Depicts  are below  are the 3 keys learning parts, which re distributed across 
the learning  journey for the purpose of continuous for  evaluation. 

SCHEDULING OF LEARNING COMPONENTS 

The overall  sum  duration  of this program is 12 weeks. From the high  day 1 of the  programs, every  
day will have  some learning   scripting components dish  to be completed  by the GEN  C. 

The  detailed  student  handbook  will  have   grips the  day-wise  schedule.  All  the  learning  
components  have  to be  completed  as specified  in  the  day-wise  agile schedule.  These  
components  will  be  auto  rinse scheduled  in your  specific learning  paths as per the given  
schedule. 

INNOVATIVE LEARNING MODELS IN 2020 

The Gen C (Generation Cognizant) Program  just stretches across and begin with  the entire timeline 
of a campus hire's learning journey from the shared  time he/she accepts the offer letter from the 
company -to the first year of his/her tenure in the organisation and proceed life in this environment. 
There is a  always robust learning strategy put in place across each of the stages. 
• Classroom  session with advance technology 
• Branding @ Campus Events  
• Leader Engagement  at global level 
• Heartfulness  and social work Workshops & Webinars Active Volunteering 

Trying to complete the required  objectives by 
accessing learning resources example include 
‘UDEMY course 

Deep diving specially on the most highlighted 
topic of the whole assignment



• Behavioural session with out trainer 

LEARNING RESOURCES TO ACCESS FROM HOME 
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“The test case list consists of a hierarchical arrangement of the various test folders 
and test cases that the system being creation  developed needs to be able to 
demonstrate. The structure is very similar to the folder structure in Microsoft 
Windows® Explorer, and  arrangements users will find this very determine  familiar 
and intuitive to use. When you create  and demand a new project, this list will initially 
be empty, and you will have to use the <Insert> button to start adding test folders 
and test cases to the system. 

The list consists of test folders shown with a folder icon and in bold-type, and test 
cases that are shown with a document icon  summary and a hyperlink. You can nest 
test folders and test  green  visual cases under an developed  existing test folder, but 
you cannot nest anything under a test case. All of the items in the list have a name, 
together with the most recent  forces execution status (passed, failed or not-run), 
and owner, author, execution date,  arranged active flag and test case number. 
Clicking on a test case’s hyperlink  sharp will take you to the test case details page 
for the item in question”. 

 



Test Execution:- 
“Test execution is the process of executing the code and comparing the expected 
and actual results. Following factors need to be considered for a test execution 
process 

The objective of this phase is real time validation of AUT before moving on to 
production/release. To sign off from this phase, the QA team performs different types 
of testing to ensure the quality of product. Along with this defect reporting and 
retesting is also crucial activity in this phase. Following are the important activities of 
this phase “− 
 



 



Chapter2 



       

"The CREATE statement in SQL creates a component in a relational database 
management system (RDBMS). In the SQL 1992 specification, the types of 
components that can be created are schemas, tables, views, domains, character 
sets, collations, translations, and assertions.[2] Many implementations extend the 
syntax to allow creation of additional elements, such as indexes and user profiles. 
Some systems, such as PostgreSQL and SQL Server, allow CREATE, and other 
DDL commands, inside a database transaction and thus they may be rolled back".

CREATE TABLE :-

A commonly used CREATE command  emphasise  is the CREATE 
TABLE command. The  common typical usage is:

“CREATE TABLE [table name] ( [column definitions] ) 
[table parameters]”

"The column definitions are:

• A comma-separated  aggregated list consisting of any of the following
• Column definition: [column name] [command] [data type] {NULL | NOT 

NULL} {column options}
• Primary key definition: PRIMARY KEY ( [comma separated  and shadow 

column list] ) transaction.
• Constraints: {CONSTRAINT} [constraint definition]
• RDBMS specific functionality firm.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relational_database_management_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relational_database_management_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_(database)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/View_(database)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Character_set
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Character_set
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_definition_language#cite_note-SQL92-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database_index
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PostgreSQL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_SQL_Server
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database_transaction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rollback_(data_management)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_key
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relational_database_system


An example statement to create a  magnificent table named employees with a few 
columns is:

“CREATE TABLE employees (

    id            INTEGER       PRIMARY KEY,

    first_name    VARCHAR(100)    not null,

    last_name     VARCHAR(75)   not null,

    fname         VARCHAR(50)   not null,

    dateofbirth   DATE          not null

);”

Some forms of CREATE TABLE DDL may  or may be able to incorporate DML (data 
manipulation language)-like constructs and more like it , such as the CREATE 
TABLE AS SELECT and smilier syntax of SQL.

"DROP objecttype objectname.”

For example, the command to drop a table named employees is:

“DROP TABLE employees;”

‘The DROP statement is distinct dropping  from 
the DELETE and TRUNCATE statements, in that DELETE and TRUNCATE do not  
support remove the table itself. For example, a DELETE statement might delete 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_manipulation_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_manipulation_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delete_(SQL)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Truncate_(SQL)


some (or all) data from a table while leaving the table itself in the database, whereas 
a DROP statement removes incorporate the entire  databases table from the 
database.’

“ALTER objecttype objectname parameters.”

For example, the command to add (then remove) a column  that already exists 
named bubbles for an existing table named sink is:

“ALTER TABLE sink ADD bubbles INTEGER;

ALTER TABLE sink DROP COLUMN bubbles;”

TRUNCATE statement

The TRUNCATE key words is used to define the  statement I that is used to delete 
all data from a table. It's much faster than DELETE. Not even deletion it also vital 
part of SQL queries and consists of so much functionalities
“TRUNCATE TABLE table_name;”

Referential integrity statements

“Another type of Data definition language that can be termed a ddl  sentence in SQL 
is used to define referential integrity relationships and vitality over database source, 
usually implemented as primary key and foreign key tags inspite of the data 
manipulation language some columns of the tables. These two statements can be 
included in a CREATE TABLE or an ALTER TABLE sentence;”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Referential_integrity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_key
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_key


“In this tutorial series, we will embed our VBScript code within a very basic HTML code.

This way, we can see VBScript in action by running the particular HTML file on the Internet 
Explorer web browser.”

VBScript Example: 
Open your text editor running  (Here, Notepad is used. You can use whichever  extreme text 
editor you want) and add the  embedded following lines of code.

“<html>
<head>
<title>My First VBScript Code!!!</title>
</head>
<body>

<script type="text/vbscript">



document.write("Yes!!! I have started learning VBScript.")
</script>

</body>
</html>
Now your text editor will look like this (the appearance and layout could be different based 
on the text editor you 
use):”

“<html>
<head>
<title>My First VBScript Code!!!</title>
</head>
<body>

<script type="text/vbscript">
document.write("Yes!!! I have started learning VBScript.")
</script>

</body>
</html>”



1. “Filename: enter the name as trial.html pictured 
2. Save as type: All Files analyse.
3. Click the save button pictured.

Click the Save button and you will see the file trial.html in the folder where you have saved 
your file.

To execute the VB Scripting code we have just created, we need to open the trial.html file in 
Internet Explorer.

If you have set IE as your default browser, you just need to double click the file trial.html.

If you have set any other web browser as your default browser, right-click the file and go to 
Open With --> Internet Explorer like this:”



Note: You may be shown a message to make IE your default browser

Now, the IE web browser will be opened with a security warning like this:

"Click “Allow blocked content” and you will be asked whether you want to set IE as your 
default browser. You can click Yes or No as you want. Now, you will get the following 
message on IE.”



‘<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="IE=10">
<title>My First VBScript Code!!!</title>
</head>
<body>

<script type="text/vbscript">
document.write("Hello World!")
</script>

</body>
</html>’



 





Simplilearns Software Testing Training Course”Software Testing certification 
training is cringe  an integrated training solution offered by Simplilearn.  
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Project Report Undertaking  
 

 

 

 

I Mr. /Ms. DIYA VERMA -Roll No. 171452 Branch IT  is doing my 
internship with COGNIZANT from  27 FEB 2021 to 11 June 2021 

 

As per procedure I have to submit my project report to the university 
related to my work that I have done during this internship.  
 

I have compiled my project report. But due to COVID-19 situation 
my project mentor in the company is not able to sign my project report.  
 

So I hereby declare that the project report is fully designed/developed 
by me and no part of the work is borrowed or purchased from any 
agency. And I'll produce a certificate/document of my internship 
completion with the company to TnP Cell whenever COVID-19 situation 
gets normal.  
 

                                           
Signature : 

Name: DIYA VERMA 

Roll No.171452 
Date:24MAY2021 


